


VENUE

Welcome to Allegro Ballet Festival, Centennial Theatre, North Vancouver
2024. We are so happy you are here. We created this event for Emerging

Dance Artists that focus on ballet and modern dance study. The intention of
this festival is to be more traditional in nature relative to standard

competitive events and respecting the discipline involved in classical study.
The adjudicators will be offering masterclasses and we encourage dancers

to register for those learning opportunities. The overall awards for this
event take place at 3:30pm on the final day of the festival. Provincial Finals

qualifiers will be announced shortly after the festival. Don’t forget to
download your FREE photos and videos from this event on the Dakiki app. 

Welcome, Thank you for coming and enjoy the show! 

DOWNLOAD YOUR FREE MEDIA

CENTENNIAL THEATRE

2300 Lonsdale Ave, 
North Vancouver
BC V7M 3L1

PARKING IS LIMITED PLEASE CARPOOL AS POSSIBLE



EVENT INFORMATION
Adjudicator Masterclasses are

available, pre-registration online is required,
limited space, $25/class. 

Adjudicator
Masterclasses

Photos/Videos 
Performance Photos and Videos are FREE for every performer on

the DAKIKI app. Download the app on your app store, search
“Global Dance Services” then select “GDS - Allegro Ballet Festival”
and enter your dancers name and birthdate to access your media. 

Livestream
Livestream will be available on the homepage of the Vert-I-Go

website: www.allegroballetfestival.com 

Swan Lake, Op. 20, is a ballet composed by Russian
composer Pyotr Ilyich Tchaikovsky in 1875–76. Despite its

initial failure, it is now one of the most popular ballets of all
time. The scenario, initially in two acts, was fashioned from
Russian and German folk tales and tells the story of Odette,

a princess turned into a swan by an evil sorcerer's curse. 

SWAN
LAKE

JOIN US MAY 24-26
COQUITLAM, BC

View www.globaldanceservices.com for an outline of events 

FEATURE BALLET



VISIT OUR WEBSITE
FOLLOW US ON INSTAGRAM @allegro_ballet_festival_bc



Classical Ballet (Demi)
Traditional ballet technique with classical steps in flat demi ballet slippers. 

Classical Ballet (Pointe)
Traditional ballet technique with classical steps in pointe shoes only. 

Lyrical
Routine to include emotional interpretations using combination of ballet technique. Balance, control and extension are main focuses of
the dance whilst portraying a story and connection to the lyrics. 

Contemporary
A contemporary exploration of fundamental ballet, jazz, modern and lyrical training. 
 
Contemporary Ballet (Demi)
Utilizing overall contemporary/modern and ballet training. Routine is a combination of unstructured dance form and classical ballet
technique. It is ever changing and evolving and should involve emotion. Dancers may be bare foot or in a flat demi shoe, or other shoe
but not not pointe shoes which must enter contemporary pointe.

Contemporary Ballet (Pointe)
Performed on pointe, a combination of unstructured dance form and classical ballet technique. 

Demi-Character Ballet (Demi)
Demi shoe, in which the dancer(s) portray a character and fulfill a storyline through characterization.

Pointe-Character (Pointe) 
Character work and story development on pointe. 

Interpretive Ballet
A dance that shows us emotion, interprets an idea or portrays a human condition. Dramatic expression may be used in combination
with informal movement and foundational ballet technique. This category may perform in any shoe including ballet flats, other shoes,
pointe shoes, or bare feet. 

Modern 
Routine demonstrates varied modern techniques inclusive but not limited to modern dance influences of Martha Graham, Doris
Humphrey and Mary Wigman. Depicts free, creative and expressive movement styles that have evolved from out of formal classical
ballet technique throughout history while still showcasing foundational technical understanding in line and posture. Expressive dance
artistry is forefront with an emphasis on the use of breath. Dancers understand both turned out and parallel alignment. Intricate floor
work, grounding and patterning is evident. 

Variation (Demi)
Selections or variations from the classical ballet repertoire performed in ballet slippers. Solos only.

Variation (Pointe)
Selections or variations from the classical ballet repertoire performed on pointe. Solos only. 
 
Repertoire
Selections or variations from the classical ballet repertoire. Groups only.
 
Pas de Deux
A routine performed by two people that may involve lifts or transfer of weight and partnering. The focus of this duet is on the
connection of the two dancers rather than two performers side by side showcasing choreography in unison.

**Historically a Pas de Deux may be showcased as a male-female duet, however this is not required and all genders are welcome. 
 
Ballet Open 
This category is for any routine that cannot be easily placed into one of the categories above and showcases formalized dance
technique. This is also an option for dancers performing more than one solo in the same category whom cannot compete against
themselves. All shoes permitted. 

CATEGORIES



ROMEO AND
JULIET

FEATURE BALLET

Romeo and Juliet is a tradegy written by William Shakespeare early in his
career about the romance between two Italian youths from feuding
families. It was among Shakespeare's most popular plays during his

lifetime and, is one of his most frequently performed. Today, the title
characters are regarded as archetypal young lovers.

Age
Divisions 

Class One - 5-6yrs
Class Two - 7-8yrs
Class Three - 9-10yrs
Class Four - 11-12yrs
Class Five - 13-14yrs
Class Six - 15-16yrs 
Class Seven - 17-19yrs
Young Adult - 20-24yrs
Adult 25-39yrs
Legends 40yrs+

Levels 
Performance Division

for the recreational dancer 
training 1-2 hours/week

 
Foundations

for the pre-competitive dancer 
training 3-5 hours/week

 
Emerging Artist

for the competitive dancer 
training more than 6 hours/week

Medal
Classification

Bronze 81-87
Silver 88-90
Gold 91-93

Distinction 94+



SLEEPING 
BEAUTY

FEATURE BALLET

Sleeping Beauty is a ballet to music by Pyotr Ilych Tchaikovsky his Opus 66, completed in
1889. It is the second of his three ballets and, at 160 minutes, his second-longest work in
any genre. the first choreographer was Marias Petipa . The premiere took place at the in

St. Petersbeurg on January 15, 1890, and from that year forward The Sleeping Beauty has
remained one of the most famous of all ballets. 

ADJUDICATOR MASTERCLASSES

/dancerCOST
$

REGISTRATION  ONLINE ON THE WEBSITE

OPEN BALLET 9-12yrs 
Saturday 6:30-7:30pm

Main Stage 

OPEN BALLET 13yrs & Over

Sunday 2:00-3:00pm
Main Stage 

PBT/Exercises for Technical Form, Open Class  9-12yrs 

Sunday 2:00-3:00pm
Downstairs

Studio 

Masterclass Ticketing
www.allegroballetfestival.com



ADJUDICATOR

Gerrard
McIssac

TORONTO

 MR. GERARD MCISAAC – BIO 2023
 A double alumnus of the Canada’s National Ballet School (Professional Ballet Program/Teachers
Training Program for Former Pro’s - TTPPD, Dip with Distinction), Mr. McIsaac is a highly
regarded/accredited Professional Dance Educator/Master Class Facilitator. He has vast
experience as a Professional Dance Adjudicator (more than 25 years at Regional/National events)
and aims to inspire dancers to achieve their highest technical/performance potential.
Mr. McIsaac is the Resident Classical/Contemporary Ballet Master for competitive dance studios
within the Greater Toronto area, instructing students ages 6-19. He also mentors YOUTH
AMERICA GRAND PRIX and RAD SOLO SEAL participants. Mr. McIsaac also facilitates Teacher-
Training seminars  and is on faculty for RHEE GOLD’s DANCELIFE Enterprises.
Mr. McIsaac is high demand on theIntensive/Convention circuit and travels frequently for dance
events and teacher programming. Mr. McIsaac’s certifications include: Diploma with Distinction-
NBS Teachers Training Program for Former Pro’s (TTPPD, Dip), Mutually Recognized Teacher-The
Royal Academy of Dance (RAD, MRT), Dance Masters of Canada (DMC) and International Dance
Teachers Association of Great Britain (IDTA), The Society of Classical Ballet Vaganova Method
(SCBVM). He was also the recipient of the 2013 CAROLE CHADWICK AWARD and 2014 SYLVIE M.
MCPHEE Awards, presented by NBS ballet faculty for Outstanding Teacher Recognition.
Mr. McIsaac also boasts an Extensive Professional Performance career, including Broadway
Musicals such as: CATS, Mr. Mistoffelees (Original Can. Cast/Nat. Tour); MISS SAIGON, Dragon
Acrobat & Ensemble (London, Eng. - West End); HOME AND AWAY THE MUSICAL, UK Tour;
JOSEPH AND THE AMAZING TECHNICOLOR DREAMCOAT, Napthali (London, Eng. - West End);
SHOWBOAT, Assistant Dance Captain/Ensemble (Toronto/US Nat. Tour/London, Eng. – West
End); BEAUTY AND THE BEAST, LeFou (US Nat. Tour); THE HANDMAID’S TALE and DEATH IN
VENICE, Dance Ensemble (Canadian Opera Company); HAIRSPRAY THE MOVIE!, Dance Ensemble;
CANADIAN IDOL SEASON 3, Ensemble; SYNCHRONICITY, with Jennifer Lopez, Dance Ensemble
(Japan Tour).

 Mr. McIsaac/balletgman (his industry nickname) and his BOUNDLESS enthusiasm/dedication to
the mentoring of upcoming dancers is contagious. Join him for Open Ballet 2:00-3:00pm on
Sunday, registration is open on the website. 



ADJUDICATOR

Meagan
McGratten

CALGARY

Now living in Calgary, Meagan hails from Saskatoon, Saskatchewan, where her journey into the world of dance
commenced at the tender age of five. Discovering her affinity for movement, she found her dance sanctuary at
Juliette’s Dance Centre, nurturing her passion for dance and eventually kindling her ardor for teaching. 

Ascending the ranks within the studio, Meagan recognized teaching as a profoundly fulfilling and inspiring vocation,
prompting her to embark on the path to professional instruction.Through unwavering dedication, she attained her
teaching certifications from the Royal Academy of Dance (RAD) and the Canadian Dance Teacher’s Association (CDTA)
and Associated Dance Arts for Teachers (ADAPT) Teacher Training School. Currently Meagan maintains her
commitment to innovation by regularly attending teaching conventions and workshops, continually enriching her
pedagogical arsenal with the latest techniques to impart to her students. Notably, Meagan has aspired to elevate her
professional proficiency through additional certifications in adjudication. Meagan has served as an adjudicator at
numerous dance festivals, relishing the opportunity to offer constructive feedback to budding talents. 

With experience as being a studio owner and a teacher with more than twenty-five years of instruction, Meagan
subscribes to the belief that dance serves as a conduit for expressing our innermost thoughts and emotions. With
fervor, she imparts her love of dance to her students, many of whom have gone on to pursue illustrious careers in the
field, studying at esteemed institutions such as the Canadian College of Performing Arts in Victoria, BC, the Randolph
Academy of the Performing Arts in Toronto, ON, and Alvin Ailey in New York City. Witnessing her students blossom
into confident, accomplished individuals fills Meagan with immense pride, fuelling her dedication to nurture the next
generation of dancers. 

·      Royal Academy of Dance Registered Teacher 
·      ADAPT Teacher 
·      Progressing Ballet Technique 
·      Module Two Certified Acrobatic Arts 
·      ADA Certified Adjudicator 
·      Professional Adjudicator's Alliance Member 
·      Canadian Dance Leadership Level 2 Certified Adjudicator 

RADRTS 

CERTIFICATIONS

Join Meagan McGratten for a
masterclass Sunday 2:00-3:00pm



Over the span of 15 years, Katherine has dedicated herself to the art of ballet instruction, predominantly
following the esteemed curriculum of the Royal Academy of Dance (RAD). She is an avid teacher,
choreographer, and dance movement therapist, bringing holistic wellness to her approach. Her teaching
journey has been a mosaic of experiences, traversing landscapes across Alberta, BC, the Yukon, and New
Zealand. Within these diverse settings, she has cultivated the talents of numerous students, guiding them
through Primary to Advanced RAD examinations.

Katherine's choreographic endeavors have not only adorned stages at various competitions and festivals
throughout Canada but have also been recognized with multiple choreography awards and accolades,
including the honor of having one of her pieces selected by RAD Canada for the Centennial Celebration
performance. The joy of seeing her students excel extends beyond the classroom as many have pursued
dance as a professional career, making their mark on stages in Canada, the United States, Italy, Germany,
and New Zealand. The accomplishments of Katherine's students resonate on an international scale, with
several being awarded scholarships to prestigious workshops at institutions like Ailey II, Joffrey, Pacific
Northwest Ballet, National Ballet of Canada, Royal Winnipeg, and the Royal Ballet in London.

As a ballet judge, Katherine brings not only a wealth of experience but a deep-seated appreciation for the
dedication, hard work, and artistry that each performer embodies. It's an honor for her to contribute to
the dance community by nurturing and supporting the next generation of exceptional dancers, fostering
a love for the art form that has shaped both her life and the lives of those she's had the privilege to
teach.

ADJUDICATOR

Katherine 
Mandolidis

CALGARY

Join Katherine Mandolidis
 for a masterclass Saturday 6:30-7:30pm



GISELLE

Giselle- The  ballet tells the tragic, romantic story of a beautiful young peasant girl
named Giselle and a disguised nobleman named Albrecht, who fall in love, but when his
true identity is revealed, Giselle goes mad and dies of heartbreak. After her death, she is
summoned from her grave into the vengeful, deadly sisterhood of the Wilis, the ghosts
of unmarried women who died after being betrayed by their lovers and take revenge in
the night by dancing men to death by exhaustion. They target Albrecht when he comes
to mourn at Giselle's grave, but her great love frees him from their grasp. By saving him

from the Wilis, Giselle also saves herself from becoming one of them.

FEATURE BALLET

Doors Open
2 P M  F R I D A Y  A P R I L  5 T H



COPPELIA
Coppélia is a comic ballet frim 1870. Dr. Coppélius is a doctor who has made

a life-size dancing doll. It is so lifelike that Franz, a village youth, becomes
infatuated with it and sets aside his heart's true desire, Swanhilda. She

shows him his folly by dressing as the doll, pretending to make it come to life
and ultimately saving him from an untimely end at the hands of the inventor.

FEATURE BALLET



FEATURE BALLETLA ESMERALDA

 La Esmeralda is a ballet in three acts and five scenes, inspired by the 1831 novel
 Notre-Dame de Paris. Today the complete ballet is performed only in Russia,

Eastern Europe and by two ballet companies in the United States. Most Western
ballet companies only perform two Esmeralda-related pieces—La Esmeralda pas de

deux and La Esmeralda pas de six. Variations from the ballet are still commonly
performed by students at ballet competitions. 

DOWNLOAD YOUR FREE MEDIA



A MIDSUMMERS 
NIGHT DREAM

FEATURE BALLET

AWARDS

A Midsummers Nights Dream, Balanchine's first completely
original full-length ballet, premiered at New York City Ballet on
17 January 1962. It is a two-act ballet, Act I tells Shakespeare's

familiar story of lovers and fairies while Act II presents a strictly
classical dance wedding celebration. The ballet dispenses with

Shakespeare's play-within-a-play finale. 

Provincial Finals
Qualifiers 

A R E  U P D A T E D  O N  T H E  G L O B A L
D A N C E  S E R V I C E S  W E B S I T E  

www.globaldanceservices.com



THE
NUTCRACKER

FEATURE BALLET

The Nutcracker- is an 1892 two-act classical ballet by Pyotr Ilych Tchaikovsky ,
set on Christmas eve, at the foot of a Christmas tree in a child's imagination.  
Since the late 1960s, it has been danced by countless ballet companies,
especially in North America. Major American ballet companies generate around
40% of their annual ticket revenues from performances of The Nutcracker.



DON QUIXOTE FEATURE BALLET

Don Quixote, is a ballet in three acts, based on episodes taken from the famous novel
Don Quixote de la Mancha by Miguel de Cervantes. The most famous and enduring

ballet adaptation was created by the choreographer Marius Petipa, unrivalled Maître
de Ballet of the Tsars Imperial Ballet. By special commission, Petipa mounted the

work for in Moscow. The production premiered on 26 December 1869 to great
success. Petipa and Minkus revised the ballet into a more elaborate and expansive
version in five acts and eleven scenes for the Mariinsky Ballet first presented on 21

November 1871

VIEW OUR DANCEWEAR BOOTH AT THE FRONT



FEATURE BALLET

La Sylphide, is a two act romantic ballet. Taglioni designed the work as a
showcase for his daughter. La Sylphide was the first ballet where dancing en

pointe had an aesthetic rationale and was not merely an acrobatic stunt, often
involving ungraceful arm movements and exertions, as had been the approach
of dancers in the late 1820s. Marie was known for shortening her skirts in the

performance of La Sylphide (to show off her excellent pointe work), which was
considered highly scandalous at the time.

LA SLYPHIDE 



SPARTACUS

Spartacus is a ballet by Aram Khachaturian. The work follows the exploits of
Spartacus, the leader of the slave uprising against the Romans known as the third

Servile War, although the ballet's storyline takes considerable liberties with the
historical record. Yakobson restaged his version for the Bolshoi in 1962 and it was
part of the Bolshoi's 1962 tour to New York. The ballet received its first staging at

the Bolshoi Theatre, Moscow in 1958, however it was the 1968 production,
choreographed by Yury Grigovich, which achieved the greatest acclaim for the

ballet.

FEATURE BALLET

GENDER NEUTRAL & BASIC TEES

See the Lobby



FEATURE BALLETTHE RITE OF SPRING

The Rite of Spring is a ballet and orchestral concert work by Russian composer Igor Stravinsky.
When first performed on 29 May 1913, the avante-garde nature of the music and choreography
caused what many have called a "riot" or "near-riot", though this wording did not come about

until reviews of later performances in 1924, over a decade later. Although designed as a work for
the stage, with specific passages accompanying characters and action, the music achieved equal

if not greater recognition as a concert piece and is widely considered to be one of the most
influential musical works of the 20th century.



FEATURE BALLETLA FILLE MAL GARDÉE

La Fille mal Gardée, ( the wayward daughter , literal translation: “The Poorly Gaurded Girl”- also known
as the Girl who needed Watching) is a comic ballet in two acts. La Fille mal gardée is one of the oldest
and most important works in the modern ballet repertory, having been kept alive throughout its long
performance history by way of many revivals. The work has undergone many changes of title and has

had no fewer than six scores, some of which were adaptations of older music. Legend has it that
Dauberval found his inspiration for La Fille mal gardée while in a Bordeaux print shop, where he viewed

an engraving of Pierre-Antoine Baudouin's painting Le reprimande/Une jeune fille querellée par sa mère.

SMALL TREATS
Scrunchies, Croc Charms, Eyelash Kits, Makeup Totes

Charm Bracelets, Stickers, Leg Warmers & More

FOR BALLET ENTHUSIASTS



FEATURE BALLETLA BAYADÈRE

La Bayadère Khudekov's libretto for La Bayadère (meaning The Temple Dancer or
The Temple Maiden) tells the story of the bayadère Nikiya and the warrior Solor,

who have sworn eternal fidelity to each other. The High Brahmin, however, is also
in love with Nikiya and learns of her relationship with Solor. Moreover, the Rajah

Dugmanta of Golcondala has selected Solor to wed his daughter Gamzatti (or
Hamsatti, as she is known in the original production), and Nikiya, unaware of this

arrangement, agrees to dance at the couple's betrothal celebrations.



FEATURE BALLETANASTASIA
Anastatisia ballet is based on the story of Anna Anderson, who purported to be the

Grand Duchess Anastasia Nikolaevna. After MacMillan's death, DNA tests showed that
Anderson was unrelated to the Russian imperial family, but at the time the ballet was
created many, including MacMillan, were inclined to accept that she might be the lost
Grand Duchess. Anderson was confined for a time to a mental institution in Berlin in
1920. The 1967 ballet depicts her there, painfully attempting to recover her memory.

The first two acts of the 1971 version show Anastasia's life (or Anderson's mental image
of it) in her privileged surroundings before the Russian Revolution. MacMillan chose

Tchaikovsky's music for these acts, to provide a dramatic contrast with the concrète and
the edgy Martinů score in the third act.



ASHTON’S CINDERELLA

Ashton's Cinderella is his own realised dream of a Petipa ballet and the ballet itself enacts the
realisation of dreams, notably Cinderella's own. When we first see her she is a demi-caractere
dancer dreaming of being a ballerina—that seems to be the balletic point of her solo with the

broomstick in the kitchen—and it is as a ballerina that she magically enters the ballroom,
stepping en pointe down the stairs and advancing in pas de bourree to the front of the stage.

Back in the kitchen she recalls the slipper (or rather the pointe shoe) that she carries in her
apron; the shoe is the clue to her dream and persuades her it was true. The Prince finds

Cinderella, but in his arms she discovers her own identity as a ballerina and her dream of
herself has been realised. 

FEATURE BALLET

Dancers, please line up backstage for the awards
presentation. Form a semi-circle on stage for solo
sessions and  vertical rows for groups. 

ASK US
about our previously loved

dance dots available!



DOWNLOAD YOUR FREE MEDIA

PINK BELT BAGS
See the Lobby



Adjudicator 
Masterclass

On Stage 









FEATURE BALLETTHE PRINCE OF PAGODAS

The Prince of Pagodas is a ballet created for The Royal Ballet.
An Emperor must decide which of his two daughters should
inherit the throne, and he chooses the evil older sister Belle
Epine over the young and beautiful Belle Rose. Belle Rose is
taken by magical flying frogs to Pagoda Land, and meets the
Prince of Pagoda Land who is in the guise of a Salamander.

Belle Rose and the Prince return to the land of her father and
confront her evil sister, in the end driving her away. 

North Vancouver
Overall Awards

Sunday 3:30pm

OPEN BALLET 9-12yrs 
Saturday 6:30-7:30pm Main Stage 

OPEN BALLET 13yrs & Over
Sunday 2:00-3:00pm

Main Stage 

PBT/Exercises for Technical Form, Open Class  9-12yrs 

Sunday 2:00-3:00pm
Downstairs

Studio 

MASTERCLASSES











SAVE THE DATE

2025

APRIL 28th- April 30th
Kay Meek Theatre 


